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Terry v. Ohio established the constitutionality of police being able to stop, investigate, and
possibly frisk a person even though there is no probable cause for arrest1. Several scholars have
acknowledged the profound social consequences communities have experienced as a result of
Stop and Frisk policies2. In Floyd v New York a federal judge ruled that the New York Police
Department had been seriously abusing its Terry’s stop and frisk authority3. Between 2004 and
2012, the NYPD made 4.6 million stops and frisked 2.4 million people4. Ninety-percent of these
stops resulted in no summons being issued or arrests made5. Holding other factors constant the
NYPD was found to stop non-whites more than whites, with less justification and more usage of
force6. Even when controlling for police precinct level data, the NYPD still disproportionately
stopped non-whites more often, even though stops of whites are more efficient7. Ninety-percent
of all NYPD stops were of non-whites8. Black and Hispanic Terry stop rates mirror their
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proportions in Riker’s Island Prison Complex9. In New York City, blacks represent the racial
group most stopped, frisked, searched, sanctioned, and to have force utilized against them.
The proponents of Stop and Frisk accredit the tactic with reductions in crime. Scholars have
found connections between Terry stops and certain types of crimes but results have been
mixed10. Stop rates have also been found to be inversely related to crime in some areas but not
others11. Newer scholarship, utilizing more sophisticated methodology, has found the correlation
to be modest at best12. Terry stops do not play an important role in crime reduction13. From
2011 to 2014, there was a 90 percent decrease in Terry stops yet the NYC crime rate continued
to decline. 14. The day after the Floyd decision the NYPD issued a memo reaffirming that all
Terry stops must be documented. The very next day the number of Terry stops declined
drastically but the probably of recovering a weapon increased significantly15. The memo had the
effect of increasing accountability, leading to more deliberate and efficient usage of Terry stops.
This is important because the NYPD preformed 1.1 million unnecessary and inefficient frisks
between 2004 and 201016.
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This aggressive, excessive, and racially biased policing tactic has serious implications for
those stopped, namely young black men, but also for their families and communities17. A 2013
survey of individuals in NYC who had been stopped found that 44 percent of young people had
been stopped multiple times and 71 percent had been frisked, only 29 percent of respondents
were given a reason for their stop, 91 percent reported treats and or the use of physical force, 25
percent said the officer displayed a weapon, and 51 percent stated their mistreatment was based
on their race18. If we are to take seriously the ideals of American democracy and citizenship it is
critical for us to examine and understand the links between policy, policing, and race.
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